4-H
CAMERA
CORPS
Iowa 4-H Camera Corps is a talented group of selected youth photographers working together to capture
beautiful, powerful, and unique photographs across the state of Iowa. Camera Corps is an opportunity to
creatively explore something that may be new to you while having fun using photography and social media.
As part of monthly challenges, a photography topic/theme is provided with different subject matters as the
primary focus. Youth enjoy the tasks and have learned from taking photos with a theme in mind.

PEOPLE’S CHOICE
At the end of each month, assignment submissions
are placed in a photo gallery on the Iowa 4-H
Facebook page. The gallery is then opened up for
public voting to determine the “People’s Choice”
winners. The top 10 photos with the most likes at
the end of the voting period are selected.

FOLLOW CAMERA CORPS

@Iowa4H

@Iowa4Hextension

Iowa 4-H

JUROR’S CHOICE
A panel of professional
photographers designated as
jurors will assess each photo,
write personalized comments,
constructive critiques, and
determine a grouping of their
Top 10 photos. The photo on
the right was selected as one
of the Top 10 Juror’s Choice
from the April 2017 theme
“Looking Up”.

4-H CAMERA CORPS MEMBERS WILL...
• Gain a better understanding and appreciation of photography
• Engage in innovative and exciting photography projects and activities
• Develop new photography skills and techniques
• Take part in hands-on workshops

GALLERY EXHIBITIONS
We are in need of gallery spaces around the state of Iowa to exhibit the youth’s photographs each month.
Exhibition spaces should be large enough to publicly show 20 framed photographs and offer a closing
reception where youth and families are invited. If you know of places in your county please contact Clark
Colby, cacolby3@iastate.edu

JOIN IOWA 4-H CAMERA CORPS! APPLY ONLINE AT EXTENSION.IASTATE.EDU/4H
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